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New Modernist Studies
The Politics of Time: Modernity and Avant-Garde by Peter Osborne. London:
Verso, 1995. xv + 272 pp. $65.00 cloth; $20.00 paper.
The Gender of Modernity by Rita Felski. Cambridge: Harvard University
Press, 1995. viii + 247 pp. $36.50 cloth; $17.50 paper.
Ghostlier Demarcations: Modern Poetry and the Material Word by Michael
Davidson. Berkeley: University of California Press, 1997. xvi + 273 Pl'.
$35.00 cloth.
Peter Osborne's The Politics of Time is the most recent of a series of theoretical accounts of the basic dynamics of modernism's "politiCS of time" in its
negotiation with modernity, particularly in its interpellation of the "new" in
the continuity of tradition. For Osborne, the definition of modernity is both
necessarily reflexive and the site of an immanent critique; this is because
"modernity is a form of historical time which valorizes the new as the product of a constantly self-negating temporal dynamic. Yet its abstract temporal
form remains open to a variety of competing articulations" (xii). As a result,
the development of a materialist conception of history demands "philosophical reflection upon the forms of lime-consciousness produced by the variety
of historically established social practices which make up any particular present" (xiv). In its site-specific fOnTIS of self-lranscendence, modernity is not
only a "category of historical periodization" and "a quality of social experience," in other words, but "an incomplete project" whose meaning is yet to be
determined. In retelling the tradition of modernism's genealogy of "the new,"
Osborne agrees with Reinhard Koselleck's view that Neuzeit, the increasing
disparity between its "space of experience" and "horizon of expectation," is lhe
concrete historical achievement of modernity. As a result, in modernity "time
becomes a histOlical force in its own right," and historical consciousness
becomes identified with temporal experience: "It is the irreducible doubling
of the concept of modernity as something that has happened, yet continues to
happen" (13). As a period, modernity is both contemporaneous and instantaneous, experienced as a fonn of "permanent transilion" in which history is
"temporalized" and changes with time; the future is open as "prospective transcendence"; and the present is a paradoxical gap in continuity by means of
which continuity is articulated.
In its address to the consuming aporia of a modernity described as a selfundOing "politics of time," how can modernism, in its own complex fonus of
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temporality, be seen as anything but a reproduction of its circularity? The logic
of paradox in this account, the sense that modernity is both a historical development and an "eternal return" of the new that undermines its progressive
unfolding, provides an important index to the difficulties faced by any work
of modernist literature or art. For this reason, canonical modernism and its

critics often specifically excluded all such concerns in identifying modernist
form with eternal values (from Eliot's "mythic method" to the New Critics'
"concrete universal") that position the modernist work outside of history,
Osborne, on the other hand, wants to derive, by working through a capacious
range of philosophical considerations of modernity'S relationship to time and
history, a concrete example of a successful modernist engagement with history that avoids simplistic accounts of historical or formal negativity.
Osborne goes on to tum the "mimesis" of modernism to other accounts
in his discussion of Paul Ricoeur's "narrative poetics" of historical time, which,
in comparison with Hegelianism, wants to describe the past as historically
unfolding rather than subia ted; the present as a "time of initiative" rather than
absolute knowledge; and the future as an open horizon rather than as an "end
of history," The problem with Ricoeur's narrative approach turns out to be a
formal one, a question of closure; narrative form must have an "end" in order
to achieve its formal coherence. Time and, thus, history address themselves to
an "end" in another manner, one that Osborne derives from Heidegger's analysis of "death" as the horizon of being. "Death 'exists' as that towards which
human existence is oriented as the horizon of its being. Conversely, Dasein
'exists' as a finite and hence temporal being only through the anticipation of
death" (57). This "death," as a species of negativity, ends up being "mine" and
thus the prime mover in the process of individuation; history, however, is left
stranded as "not just aporetic, hut antinomic. The only actual, sutured, closure comes with the death Dasein anticipates. But this is not an event; it is a
pure limit, outside ofthe existential structure it encloses" (60). The end ofhistory, as such a pure negativity, provides no possibility of closure, even as it
defines "historical beings as beings-toward-the-end-of-history" (61). Progress
and negativity cannot be resolved in a narrative poetics of history, even one
that accounts for "the form of historical consciousness" rather than historical
events, because its fann of mimesis cannot represent its "end."

There would seem to be two solutions to this problem for Osborne. One
returns to the Hegelian parable of lord and bondsman to locate historical consciousness in relation to its unrepresentable "end" in a dialogue of recognition:
"Self-consciousness and the consciousness of death are one; and both come
from the other. They are the product of desire and they result in fear: fear of
death as the fear of the refusal of recognition" (79). As an end to history,
"death is ... introduced into consciousness by the recognition of its dependence on the recognition of another, who harbours within him- or herself the
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possibility of its denial" (ibid.). Such a relation, of course, becomes the basis
of Lacan's nOlion of the transference, whose narrative lnediation will be
"imperfect" and thus critically necessary because it never reaches its "end.....
(109).' It is here that psychoanalytic concepts of dialogue might have been
developed in Lenns of the unfolding narration of historical dialogue seen as a
transferential, with an "end" of history personified as an interlocutor who may
grant or deny recognition. Osborne chooses noL Lo take this route, and rather
than seeking a poetics of narrative unfolding as the basis for historical consciousness, looks instead for a lived experience of that "end" which history
continues La refuse to grant its unhappy subjects. "For what is that 'end', the
anlicipation ohvhich, it was argued, is a conceptual condition for the temporalization of history. but which cannot be construed teleologically, without
contradict.ion, if not a standpoint beyond or exterior to history: the standpoint
of a timeless exteri01ity'" (1ll). What, as well, one might ask, is this emption
of "eternity" but the mythic dimension of modernism's refusal of history' The
crucial difference, it would seem, would be the location of the "eternal" as an
unrepresentable limit outside the work, rather than one being formally imitated by it.
Osborne's preferred solution to the apOlia of the historical consciousness
of modernity, then, is the clearly nonnarrative agency of \NalLer Benjamin's
"dialectical image." For Benjamin, narrative mimesis, as in Ricoeurs poetics,
is problematic in two senses: as imitating the bourgeois notion of progress,
which he sees as a "dead form of tradition," and as a fallen form of the an epic
"telling," as he recounts in his essay "The Storyteller": "Narrative is in crisis as
a living fonn. It can no longer communicate historical experience. This crisis
is the very meaning of modernity as a destmction of tradition" (132). Rather,
Benjamin seeks redemption in an eschatological horizon o[ the end, but one
constituted in "social forms through which time is temporalized as 'history'"
(125). Benjamin's method, of all those discussed by Osborne, returns history
to lived experience:
It locates the existential core of tradition not just in preservation
(understood as memory [or the classical past]), but in the communicability of experience with the present. [Jt] thus treats the problem of
communication not just as a philosophical one, but as a problem of
cultural fOnTI. This opens up tradition to a histOriographic analysis in
which different fonns of communication appear as embodiments of
different kinds of mcmOlY Tradition appears in the guise of a cultural history of narrative forms of memorative communication. (133)
One way to address the "problem of communication" in modernity would
be in the form of the transferential narration, as with Lacan. For Benjamin,
narrative is associated with forms of historiography that enforce the "vulgar
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naturalism" of homogenous empty time; trade "living remembrance" for
"abstract continuity"; and function as a form of "cultural conservatorship"
(140). Drawing from the methods of Surrealism in its oneiric relation to the
object, Benjamin develops another form of historical communication in his
Arcades project, one that interrupts history by opening up the "congealed
labor" of the "commodity-form.'" The negativity of Benjamin's method is crucial: "It is in its destructive aspect that Benjamin holds out most hope for
modernity, and it is in his appreciation of this aspect, and his contempt for the
idea of progress, that Benjamin finds the most to admire in Baudelaire" (142).
The result of the radical interruption of progress by the dialectical image is a
revelation of a this-worldly jetzzeit (now-time), "a Messianic cessation of happening" that coincides with the birth of "authentic historical time, the time of
truth" (144). For Osborne, "the doubling of the now [is] the point of intersection of two radically different temporal perspectives, the Messianic and the
immanently historical, as it opens up experience to the promise of fulfillment.
Now-time ... faces both ways at once" (ibid.). This Messianic exteriority is
precisely the limit experience of death, but here located in the present of revelation rather than at the end of teleology.
One may also, however, want to describe Benjamin's redemptive experience in more relative terms, in which a horizontal limit of objectal negativity
in the dialectical image is the this-worldly meaning of now-time. This nowtime could be described in terms of its horizon as "fringe" of temporal envisionment, a radically shifted space of fantasmatic plenitude and overwhelming desire. If we take Benjamin's experience of now-time seriously as having
actually occurred in history (rather than in theory), it must be accessible to an
account of fantasy and desire; it is thus only one of many projected horizons
accessible in the experience of modernity, even if a definitive realization of its
present limits. Without accepting the concept of eternity, which sends us back
to modernism's mythiC orders, one can agree with Osborne's sense of the
importance of Benjamin's interruption of temporal continuity in making
accessible other forms of horizon shift, as well. We have arrived at forms of
"avant-garde experience" of the crisis of modernity: "The avant-garde is that
which, in the flash of the dialectical image, disrupts the linear time-consciousness of progress" to locate "the possibility of a better future" (150). This
"shift between circuits" becomes a form of mediation in the horizon shift practiced by the avant-garde insofar as its techniques of interruption are intended,
not to disappear in an aporia of theory, but to reproduce themselves as a new
form of temporal continuity. As a result, for Osborne, "tradition is replaced,
not just by the time-consciousness of modernity in its pure, most abstract
form, but also .. by a variety of rearticulations of narrative continuity
[replacing the debased forms of 'progress'] within the temporal forms of
moderrtity itself' (156). Now-time thus becomes a form of defamiliarization
that permits the construction of other forms of historically self-conscious con-
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tinuity: forms of modernist literature and art, not only the modern epic, seen
as historical in their construction of a politics of time.
Interruption thus becomes the basis of historicity in modern life, locating
narrative desire in incompletion rather than the abstract sublimity of its end.
OsboIli.e's work is important not only for its philosophical commitments of
the politics of time in modernity but for placing the avant-garde precisely at
the center of modernism's relation to modernity This is not simply to valorize
the avant-garde and its specific repertoire of techniques of defamilializmion,
but to suggest that its horizon shifts of progress and negativity may be distributed in a much -wider range of cultural forms. Such a suspension of narrative telos in the present-tense disruption of "now-tilne," however, does not
at all specify what other forms of temporal continuity can be redeemed, now
that "the narrativity of tradition has given way to the more complex and fractured temporalities of modernity"' (158). A wide range of recovery projects in
the new modernist studies has uncovered a series of works such as the poetry of experimental women wIlters or the hybrid forms of the Harlem
Renaissance whose "politiCS of time" may be seen as critical alternatives to the
aporia of the canonical denial of modernity.
Rita Felski's The Gender oj Modernity addresses another, less abstract form
of denial: the critical neglect of the "saturation of cultural texts with
metaphors of masculinity and femininity" in modernity, as much as modernisms well-known gynophobia. She seems to be referring directly to studies such as Osborne's when she writes:
Abstract philosophical theories of the modem are of little use to a
felninist analysis, insofar as they lend either to subsume women
within a Single unilinear logic of history or else to position them outside of modern discourses and institutions in a zone of ahistorical,
asymbolic otherness. They are thus unable to illuminate women's
conlplex and changing relationships to the diverse political, philosophical, and cultural legacies of modernity. (8)
Vv'hile the literature on the constluction of historical discourse in modernity
is large, Felski is right that little of it addresses the way hlslO1lcal narratllln
itself is gendered; there has been little work by fcmmist scholJrs that addresscs the gendered construction of J "polities of time."} "\Vhile the modern expelienee of historicity has for ob\ious reasons recciyed siglllricalll Jitcntinn fmIll
lvlarxist critics, it has been less systcl11allcally explored by felll1l11S15, \':hnsc
\work has] been primanly organized around the SjXllla1 clisllllctlon hC!\,:CCll
pri\'~nc and public lifc" (9).~ \Vomen ha\"( been seen J5 hlSlClriGl.lll1 rCL1l1()1l 11)
their speCific historical experiences, but not primJrily ll1 relatIon [(l hl'\'. 11ll';::<...
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expeliences are formally constituted in narrative forms. Felski's work itself at
times reproduces this positioning of women outside of historical discourse,
even as she addresses it, in focusing on women as historical agents and locating them in particular spatial constructions of modernity. So the prostitute on
the street or the actress on stage counter the spatial exclusion of women from
historical discourse. As outsiders to nanative, women are often given the role
of utopian alternatives, seen as closer to nature and less fractured by modernity: "By being positioned outside the dehumaniZing structures of the capitalist economy as well as the rigorous demands of public life, woman became a
symbol of nonalienated and hence nonmodern, identity" (18). But at the same
time, this positioning of women outside discourse as symbolic alternatives
tends to reduce the complexity of their actual experience as modem subjects.
Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimers Dialectic of EnligiJtenment, for
instance, in too easily identifying modernity vvith a unilinear narrative of
domination, reduces to mere symbolic altel11atives "the productive, interactive, and intersubjective dimension of symbolic forms, the diverse and often
contradictory constellations of discourses, stories, and images through which
individuals interpret and make sense of their lives" (6). The experience of
women, seen as "multiple and complex," becomes a paradigm for the imperiled experience of modern subjects in general.
In the contours of her analysis, Felski reproduces what may be described
as the paradox of women in modernity: on the one hanel, the multiplicity of
women's lived experiences proposes an alternative to totalizing narratives; on
the other, women's altoity is often construed as a "mythic" symbol that reproduces their exclusion from hiStory When Felski juxtaposes the theatrical figure of Lulu as feminist counter to the bourgeOiS Faust, she is thus personifying women's experience in symbolic figure of otherness in a way that seems to
qualify her insistence on the "multiple and complex" roles of women in history Felski reproduces this symbolic alterity, often in terms of primarily spatial rather than temporal experiences, as for instance in describing Zola's representation of Nana as a "voracious consumer" as opposed to Georg Simmers
diminishment of women's expelience in rationalized modernity. At the level of
specific readings of texts, the paradox of femininity continues to be reproduced in such a logiC of opposition: while the multiple and complex experiences of woman may be represented in a wide range of literary and nonliterary genres, each in effect constitutes an othelness that intenupts dominant
narratives' claims to totality. So she sees the genre of the romance as "a form
often considered to be regressive but whose nostalgic yearning for an indeterminate 'elsewhere' is ... a foundational trope within the modern itself' (31).
The French decadent writer Rachilde becomes the literary double of the theatrical Lulu, creating "a distinctively modern vision of female erotic and
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aesthetic agency" (206). Sexuality is in this sense Felskis privileged site of
interruptions of historical narration, but its impossible representation locates
meaning "elsewhere" rather than in the "now-time" of avant-garde interruption. It is just this experience of "elsewhere," as a symbolic rather than formal
alternative to narrative, that unifies the overlapping concerns of FelskE; study:
Most of the texts that I have examined rely on mechanisms of temporal or spatial displacement to locate meaning elsewhere, whether
in an Edenic past, a projected future, or a zone of cultural otherness.
[These] underscore the fundamental ambivalences entangled with
the idea of the modern. Rather than being limited to the contestatory culture of the twentieth-century avant -garde, textual expressions of contradiction and ambigUity can be found in many nineteenth-century texts. (210)
It is crucial for her position. then, that Felski bracket the work of the
avant-garde and focus on narratives of women's experience that are more
closely identified with the spatial forms and temporal dynamics of modernity.
She gives two primary raLionales for this decision: first, avant-garde texts as
formal interruptions of dominant narratives have been seen as "a privileged
site of cultural radicalism [that] relies on certain taken-far-granted assumptions about the uniquely privileged status of literary discourse" (25).
Modernist texts, it turns out, are mimetic of "the radically indeterminate and
fragmentary nature of the social." They become ideological when they both
reproduce modernity and assume epistenlOlogical authority over it in "going
beyond the superficial stability of surface literary conventions" to show that
"reality is fluidity, fragmentation, indeterminacy." Second, as ideological, the
privileging of the modernist text masks its relations to power: "A text which
lllay appear subversive and destabilizing from one political perspective
becomes a bearer of dominant ideologies when read in the context of another" (27). In seeing modernist texts as representational. Felski thus joins them
to the unilinear narrative of modernity but without any formal analysis of the
construction of either. At the same time, she assumes hermeneutic authority
in her O"Wll reading of the blindspots of power relations that she assumes have
been responsible for the pri\~leging of modernist texts:
Thus a central aspect of feminist scholarship has been its concern
vvith the everyday and the mundane, and its consequent recuperation of those areas of women's lives often dismissed as trivial or
inSignificant. In this context to equate modernity "With modernism,
to assume that experimental art is necessarily the privileged cultural
vehicle of a gender politics, is surely to ignore the implications of the
feminist critique not just faT methods but for objects of analysis. (28)
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The paradox of the feminine in modernity thus seems to appear again in
Felski's sense of the gap between representation and form. An analysis of historical narration as gendered continues to position the represented experiences of women as outside its forms. Modernism is assumed simply to represent modernity. rather than to be a critical mediation of it that would also provide terms for the mediation of women's experiences as narrative.
While there are important reasons for Felski to bracket modernist textuality in developing a wider range of genres as relevant to questions of narrative in modernity, the recovery of women writers excluded from the modernist
canon has othenvise enthuSiastically focused on Widespread practice of radical formal techniques by modernist women. Cultural histories from Shari
Benstock's Women of the Left Bank to new biographies of Djuna Barnes, Mina
Loy, Gertrude Stein, and Laura Riding; as well as theoretical discussions of
radical women modernists by Rachel Blau du Plessis, Bonnie Kime Scott,
Marianne DeKoven, and many other critics have overturned the identification
of avant-gaIde as an essentially masculinist social fonnation as it desClibes its
relation to a cultural emergence of women in modernity This focus on the
"matelial text" has had a gendered motivation since Julia Kristeva's claim that
fragmented textuality should be read in terms of a pre-Oedipal return to the
mother,5 and a link between avant-garde textual politics and histOlical narration as gendered may be precisely a place to develop a formal vocabulary that
could be useful in dealing with other genres. For instance, where Felski rightly points to the representation of sexuality as a Significant site for the intervention of women in modernist narrative, du Plessis's discussion of Mina
Loy's textual erotics, rather than seeing sexuality as representable only
through fetishistic scripts, provides formal terms for the difficulty with which
sexuality becomes available to representation. 6
The [act that the recovery of women writers in modernism has seen the
material text as an important site for an inquiry into the gender politics of
modernity underscores the importance of new approaches to material fonn as
cultural practice more generally. The "matelial text," in fact, has been one of
the privileged vehicles for the recovery of neglected writers and politics in
modernism, as may be seen in the importance of publication history and
archival evidence in Cary Nelson's Repression and Recovery and elsewhere. 7
Jerome McGann's The Textual Condition and Black Riders, while not speCifically addressed to a broadly historical scope of cultural recovery, demonstrates
how the material text can lead directly to possibility of a modernist historicism. 8 McGanns reading The Cantos in The Textual Condition, for instance, as
"a poem including bibliography," rather than history, has the effect of undermining Pound's O\Vll investment in ideal orders standing outside of history In
reading the typography of the first edition of A Draft of XVI Cantos as indebted to late Victorian aesthetic sources, McGann shows how Pound's contribu-
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tion as epic modernist may be nl0re in his radical devices of construction than
in his badly formulated ideal commonwealth, ·which ends either in the apotheosis of Mussolini or in a confession of Po un ells own "diffidence that falu::rc:d."
The question of enels here may be elucidated both as a question of narrative
discourse and the hOlizon of the material text, in three senses. As thematic
narrative, The Can[os aTC deformed by their address to a sublime interlocutor
that can only misrecognizc them; their politics are destIuctive precisely as a
veiled confession of their OViTIl lack of political agency. As Jorm, in which a
desire for aesthetic plenitude is inculcated by means of a romance of fascist
discipline, The Cantos are historical in the way that they interrupt dominant
narratives in their own substituted teleology. The abstract form of this interruption, however, rather than any aesthetic or political content, is the primary reason they continue to be read as having any politics at all. As matcliClI text,
finally. the obdurate materiality of The Cantos has horizons that both exceed
and conflict with the narrative form of the poem. Jt is here that McGann's
hermeneutics, which in the tradition of German romanticism sees horizons of
greatest possibility in the most opaque and fragmented text, specifies a reading of The Cantos that aligns with Benjamin's modernist internlption of
jctzzeit. The Cantos, as an obdurate, matelial text, may be considered as historical in terms of its interruption of present temporal continuity, rather than
in the durational constructions of an end to a poem that could not complete
itself and a fascist state that could never be realized. As nonnarrative, then,
The Cantos are an example precisely to the degree that its own dislupted teleology cancels out the incoherence of its ethics and its millennial vision.
Pound's referential incoherence thus serves his ultimate political ends, which
are focused entirely on his epic IS survival outside a "simulaCIum" of history.
What remains to be done, after McGann's account, is to connect the horizons of the material text precisely with the temporal dynamics of its historical
unfolding. The material text, in other words, often stands in pbce of practice
of a fully historical reading as a sublime object that can only open out into
pure possibility. When in Blach Riders McGann extends his approach to The
Cantos to modernist practitioners of the "revolution of the word·' such as Bob
Brown, for instance, it is hard to see any connection between textual trac(' ("mel
historical motivation. Rather, the matelial LexL seems an improbably ludic.
pleasurably interruptive, but finally aesthetic end in itself-a reading of the
material text that, while connected LO oppositional politicS in j\.kC,1l1n's
account of Language School, often conveys a uniform effect. 0.1ichaci
Dayidson's recent Ghostlier Malclializatiol1s: Modern Pocl1y and the J\-lcuaicd
\Vord begins with this question of the differences of moti\-atioll thzn Illay he
found in a \\ide range of [0I111S of the matcrialtext, which he sees a:; point:; nf
departure, bUl certainly not the end, for a selies of hisLOrica\ly mClli\·'l\cd :l1lcl
culturally contexlual approaches. Da\-idson rxpzmcls \1cG(lnn'~ n,lliun (1[ lhL
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material text "to include forms of materiality outside the text that facilitate
writing in general-the institutional, disciplinary, and education systems that
validate material practices" (9). Also, Davidson brings the material text into a
dialogue with critical theory in seeing it as a site for ideological critique of the
"commodity form" in its general distribution as a form of cultural discourse.
In so doing, he can move from the aporia of the material text in modernism
to focus on aesthetic politics such as those of Objectivism, which places the
poem as object at the center of its critique of bourgeois ideology The material text, then, rather than being the passive interruption of dominant narratives
in its resistance to being incorporated in them, becomes the site for an active

critique.
It is the range and specificity of the fonns and contexts of the material
text, the historical richness of Davidson's readings of modernist and postmodem practice, that makes his work an important counter to what he calls
"the current antipoetic prejudice" (230). There is not one material textual
effect, in other words, but many; the material text becomes the site for a specific investigation into motivation, context, and historical address. Caught
between the forms of cultural modernism and the ideologies of social modernity, writers reproduce a logic of paradox similar to what Felski saw in feminist opposition:
The interdependence of these two realms can be seen in modernist
poets' self-conscious use of the material text-its existence as holograph manuscript, printed page, codex book, recorded voice. The
ideal of aesthetic autonomy, inherited from romanticism, offered the
possibility of an object separated from relations of exchange and
detached from psycholOgical dynamiCS. But the ideal of autonomy
was underwritten by market considerations for which disinterestedness was the hallmark of entrepreneurial enterprise. Texts could
choose not to be associated with such considerations, but they would
record their "investment" in them by privileging the object status of
their medium and the genius of their creator. (226)
For Davidson, it is precisely this doubleness that gives modernist and postmodem texts their critical agency; in realizing their preinscription in relations
of production, they demonstrate the "situatedness" of the writer within
modernity rather than symbolize any alternative. Negativity, in fact, often
exists in a tensional balance with symbolization in this work; the material text
stands, precisely, at the place where a solution to the aporias of modernity
cannot be symbolized but can only be lived. The inspiration of The Cantos for
subsequent writers, in spite of its authors explicit aesthetic and political intentions, can thus be understood not as a celebration of its "failure to cohere" but
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as a materialist undermining of symbolization. The historicity of any literary
work begins, then, when the traces of an effort to symbolize becmne incorporated into a larger historical process. Davidson locates just such a possib11ity
in Pound's early work in phi101ogy, as well as in the postmodern return to it,
35 part of an explanation of why The Cantos' explicit epic and historical intentions must be seen as relative to textual motivations. Similar strategies include
the double-edged reference to consumerism, media culture, and Henry Ford
in the work of Gertrude Stein; the use of documentary and textual sources in
Muriel Ruykeyser and Susan Howe; and the importance of sound recording
devices for postmodern poets David Antin and Steve Benson, who enact
Davidson's notion of a multiple and shifting palimtext in real-time performance. The pahmtext, then, adds a dimension of intertextual and interdiscursive reference to the material texts of modernism (67); in so doing it establishes the basis for a critical poetics of modern culture in returning to its
preinscribed [OnTIS of objectification in a materialist poetics. So Davidson
describes one o[ George Oppen's notebooks as a material text whose horizon
is its "object status":
One such palimpsest, containing work from The MaLClials. . is
"built" out of a ring binder. On the front and back inside covers,
Oppen glued the entire sCIipt for a reading given at the Guggenheim
Museum, including his own interlinear commentary. The binders
metal clasps hold part of a manila envelope (addressed to the
Oppens in Brooklyn) to which other drafts and fragments are glued.
The whole pile of pages is held together by pipe cleaners that are
wrapped. at the top. around a number 2 pencil and a one-inch
roundhead screw. (77)
Just as the act of dismantling the objects that make up this notebook returns
in its total form as an object, as well as in its "objectivist" aesthetics, so
Oppen's materialist poetics dismantle the cultural contexts of objectification
and return them to the culture at large as a critique. While the poet indeed
admits his preinscribed status in the mode of production of objects, he is also
performing its immanent critique. If Benjamin's dialectical image faces both
ways, so too modernism in general is double-edged. As Davidson writes, "the
scandal of narrative poetry for modernists" may be "the eruption of lived history into the objective correlative," but the corresponding scandal of poetry
for theory would be "the eruption of critical histOliography in poetic form"
(138) as in Oppen.
As an object the material text is accessible to wider horizons of cultural
critique. Davidson's chosen approach is to locate such an intervention at the
site of the commodity, which is clearly an underlying fonn of modernity's
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reproduction of its OViTll orders. At this point, it will be necessary to return to
the notion of the object in modernism, in both its inner and outer series. In
collapsing the two, Davidson's autotelic horizon of the material text becomes
its critical intervention as a completed object (what louis Zukofsky called "a
rested totality"), an intention that may be described in extending the horizon
of the material text to three-dimensional objects in Oppen's notebook. Other
senses of the object, particularly the psychoanalytic one of passional investment, however, should also be considered in relation to the construction of
modernist forms-even those that seem to end in an everyday, commonsense,
material form, as with Oppen. The material text, in other words, is certainly
an object in more than one sense. Marcia Ians recent, negative discussion of
modernist poetics, in this sense, refuses the ultimate horizon of mateliality in
attacking the material text as a form of fetishistic disavowal that reinforces the
privileged position of the author and his "masculine masquerade" as a substitute for the feminine.lO Other psychoanalytic approaches to the material text
as object would include seeing it as a "part object" after Melanie Klein; a "transitional object" with D. W Winnicott; the ohjet a of Jacques lacan; a melancholic lost object with Julia Kristeva; a form of encryption after Nicolas
Abraham and Maria Torok; and the "sublime object" of ideology of Slavoj
Zizek." Another approach to the material text, then, might see its object status within forms of identification, projection, and disavowal which are part of
more encompassing narrative structures. If the material text of the Language
School is narratable as "the story of the turn to language" after an experience
of historical trauma, the object status of the material text may indeed participate in a wide range of historical narratives.
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ImmigranL Subjectivities in Asian Arne1ican and Asian Diaspora Literature by
Sheng-mei Ma. Albany New York: State University of New York Press, 1998.
Pp. vii + 188. $19.95.
Sheng-mei Ma1s Immigrant Subjectivities deserves attention both for what
it tries to do and for what it does well. Ma1s book opens for intenogation and
critical reflection strategies of representing "immigrants" in Asian American
and Asian Diaspora literatures tliat tend to be ignored by mainstream scholarship, in parL due to its being constrained and restricted by disciplinary and
language boundaries. This is done well. The book provides careful and studied documentation and analysis of some of the most contentious literary
methods Asian American and Asian Diaspora writers use to empower their
self-expression. Use of native infoIDlants, representation of the immigrant as
schizophrenic, feminizing of postcolonial landscape, nativist critique, orientalism to distinguish self from unwanted lalien l immigrant characteristics,
eroticism of white bodies, "ethnographic feminism," "theology of the
oppressed," and "domestic tragicomedy," are among the methods that chapter
and organize the book Ma explains how these writing strategies enable Asian
American/Asian writers to construct an active subjectivity amidst mainstream
audiences that might otherwise overlook them and where theytre coming
from. To construct positive images of self and a positive histOlical place from
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where to derive self, the "immigrant" emerges, in the case of Asian American
writers especially, as a character to exoticize and orientalize. And as a character through whom Taiwanese overseas student literature can assert nativist
criticism and can project nostalgia for rural values.
With Asian American texts, Ma insightfully observes how immigrants are
often reduced to "native informants," orientalized by their children who themselves seek ethnic representation while having to "claim America" to even be
heard. Rereading contemporary Asian American literary politics, Ma exposes
how the immigrant's "Chinese" characteristics are disavowed in order to claim
American normalcy. Importantly, rather than blame such use of the exotic on
the authors themselves, Ma points a finger at, despite not sustaining a critical
analysis of, the "Western image of the Chinese." Perhaps too conveniently
relying on secondary sources, Ma hints that Anglo-American depictions of
effeminate Chinese males like Fu Manchu and Charlie Chan explain why writers like Frank Chin and David Henry Hwang empower Asian American masculinity by adopting the Western representations of alien Chinese look and
talk. The reason why Ma restricts his analysis to the male immigrant body, he
implies, is the paucity of literary production on female immigrant bodies,
which may suggest he didn't look hard enough, but I'll get to this critical point
later. Suffice it to say, Ma's reading of such Asian American authors as Maxine
Hong Kingston, Frank Chin, Amy Tan, David Henry Hwang, D. Roberts,
Carlos Bulosan, David Mura seems to imply that these authors use a kind of
strategic orientalism. Kingston's (et al) use of Chinese immigrants as exotic
aliens to promote self normalcy, Ma cautions us, must be understood in view
of "an American market eager for politically correct yet exotic voices drawn
from Orientalism" (l06). Yet such a characterization of what is motivating
Kingston and authors who similarly exoticize and orientalize the immigrant
tends to still imply that the author is a victim of market forces, obSCUring
where both the public and the author may be learning their stereotypes.
While he hints at sources for such stereotypes that might explain their popular use by authors who seem to have to sell their ethnicity, Ma doesn't sustain
such attention enough to counter characterizing authors as duped sell-outs.
Ma could have differentiated Asian American and Taiwanese orientalism
more obviously from the orientalism performed by European imperialist
authors whom Said takes to task. Such elision may be a by-product of a comparative gaze that also sees Asian American male and Taiwanese male eroticism of white female bodies alike, a gaze that is interestingly more forgiving
for how Asian American females treat white male bodies (67-77). This latter
tendency seems to be a kind of overcompensating gesture toward female
authors, which could have been more usefully directed at analyzing representations of immigrant female bodies and white female bodies in the texts being
read. While Ma's analysis of Asian American and Taiwanese male eroticism of
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the white female body is well elaborated, Asian American female and
Taiwanese female eroticism of the white male and white female body is not.
His cOlnpalison of Asian American male and Asian American female eroticism
of white bodies obscnres an important difference between the gendered pracLices. Male idealization of white female bodies is importantly different from
female idealization of wliite male bodies, and organization of the psyche by
given class divisions cannot completely account for this difference. Ma has the
cross-cultural inSight to document and analyze a necessary source from which
Chinese desires for white bodies delive, namely the Chinese "nativist fountainhead" (67-68). He explains how the Chinese literary canon includes overwhelming praise for whiLe aspecLs of female bodies and disgust for dark peasant-class female bodies. The quintessential classical beauty, Lady Yang Kueirei has "Soft creamy skin." Mythological sirens in Wu Chengen's sixteenth century masterpiece have "soft breasts \vhite as silver." A prostitute in Lao She's
1936 novel, Ric1,shmv, is nicknamed "white flour sack" for her "two enormous
pendnlous breasts" (68-69). Ma collects these references to suggest the blnrring of "prejudice againsl working class in semi-colonial China in conjunction
\v1th white dominance over peoples of color in the United States" among
Asian Alnerican writers (68). However, the blurring might not be so direct.
The whiteness marking sexual deSirability of American white women is
importantly different in social, political, and economic meaning from the
whiteness attached to beauty ideals in Chinese nativist sources. Mentioning
the white beauLy of Chinese bodies by Chinese males may involve the class
divided metaphors for dividing dark servant from light-skinned wealthy bodies Ma understands, but an already marked Chinese body, no matLer how
made up in whiteness, is not a white American female body In the fiction of
the contemporary Asian American authors Ma reads, the white American
female body must be observed with some awareness of the production of ideal
white female traiLS by such popular SOUTces as beauty pageants, fashion magazines, film, and of course, political rhetoric. 1"v1a makes reference to political
rhetoric in terms of Carlos Bnlosan's use of "Lady Liberty" but ignores the film
sources both Kingston and Chin use or the romantic depictions of white males
Tan could have easily derived [rom Hollywood.
Ma ends up with a repetitious answer for eroticism of the white body,
namely being duped into a postcolonial mindset rather than drawing attention toward the complex productions of while bodies that make desire for
them so prominent in ethnic literatures generally Leaving the inSightful observation of eroticism tied with nationalist pride to a postcolonial model in
which the empire dupes the colonized tends Lo restricL the colonized body to
an either/or loyalty between colors and to suggest that their desires are never
their own. Loyalty to whiLe standards or to dark etlinic differences overshadows the complexity of desires tliat might find whiteness enLhralling not due
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to any nationalist agenda, but to the cultural production of white ideal traits
in specific sources not so directly politicized. Thus Ma turns his attention to
postcolonial theory to provide some answers for what is motivating the
authors to practice orientalism and what he characterizes unconvincingly as
"self-hatred." It may not be so much "self-hatred" as specifically learned perceptions of white value that help enhance perceptions of self that such "blaming-the-self' diagnosis cannot recognize. Rather than just itemize characterizations of sensuous-white-vs.-ugly-Asian-differences to suggest how the
author has been duped to victimize aspects of himself (74), why not analyze
how such characterizations might have been learned and from what sources?
What Ma seems to be expecting from his authors, namely more politically correct representation of immigrants, suggests that .his focus might be on the
wrong sources to criticize (75). The suggestion of political correctness can be
found in his uncharacteristic forgiving treatment of the rather conventionalizing aspects ofthe work of Amy Tan and of D. Roberts (22; 68; 77). In fact, Ma
unexpectedly, given his criticism elsewhere, sees Tan's observation of Chinese
dislike for dark peasants as insightful and Original (68). While Kingston and
Chin were used to show the obviously bad orientalism Asian American writers rely upon to gain market value, Tan and Roberts are aligned with the optimistic future of Asian American studies. Yet especially Tan's fiction has been
criticized for its apologetic depiction of Asian others, rendering them pitiable
rather than bizarre and exotic. Ma's slanted view of Tan versus Kingston might
be a result of the concept of orientalism itself which doesn't seem to allow
much room for politically viable representations of foreign others that can't be
easily labeled imperialistic. Tan's stereotypically sympathetic, almost patronizing treatment of Chinese immigrants is privileged over Kingston's obvious

antagonism to well-circulated stereotypes of bizarre Chinese practices. More
critically, the demand to align either kind of practice politically through the
concept of orientalism seems to reduce the meeting ground for the foreign
with the familiar to friendly authentic versus antagonistic deception, resistant
native versus duped sell-out, oppositions that can hamper critical vision.
The possible limiting effect of such political dependence on orientalism
to organize critical vision is illustrated in Ma's otherwise careful and wellinformed reading of Taiwanese overseas student literature. Translating Liuhsueh-shen wen-hsueh (overseas student literature) into English couched critically between "the Chinese tradition, the global postcolonial movement, and
the minority problema tics" is a scholarly feat that demands applause for so
crossing these established boundaries and substantiating the argument he proposes:
To truly comprehend immigrant subjectivities embodied in overseas
student literature, critics must go against the grain of the widespread
essentialist sentiment which views immigrants as first and foremost

a continuum of some Chinese core of being. In fact, a postcolonial
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reading would see the Chinese presence on the island since 1949 as
anothcr colonizing power, contributing to what eventually evolves
into an immigrant culture. The alleged Chinese core of existence

resembles the British civilizing mission in that both fonns of colonialist thinking assume an ontological higher ground, masking
diversc origins and realities of the location by assigning them inferior position.

Ma goes on to situate the texts in tenns of minOlity problematics: "[The
authors'} rcOcction of Chinese immigrants' unflattering view of their host society and their unduly romanticized view of the home community . . . must be
understood as a defensive ethnocentrism in reaction to the postcolonial and

minOlity conditions" in which they live" (112).
Vlith careful close reading of Taiwanese literature, Ma demonstrates
expert incorporation of clitical theory and literary analysis. He shows academic expertise in using Foucault, Said, Fanon, Spivak, and Jameson to align his

readings with given ways to make literature and film politically relevant. What
becomes apparent is that overseas student literature uses literary strategies
that, when read against the strategies of Asian Amelican Wliters, reveal a com-

plicated global dialectic producing immigrant subjectivities. Perhaps, more
importantly, Ma's book stakes an important claim for non-translated Asian literature in a well thought out argument for a less Eurocentlic English lan-

guage-based analysis of Asian/Asian American issues of subjecti\~ty. His book
basically suggests that Chinese-language texts, in particular, can no longer
remain restricted to China studies but must be translated and recognized else-

where. In fact, what Ma may be revealing in his c1itique of the politics of
English-language dominance in U.S. academe is that English-language dominance is part of the demands of the globalization of capital increasingly being
administered by U.s.-centered sources (107-8).
However, it is preCisely the attempt

to

make unrecognized material polit-

ically relevant by relying on political di\~sions that Mas book may prove most
insightful. What seems to be indicated in the book's attempt to politically
align well analyzed and observed assumptions about orientalism and immigrants is preCisely what Ma observes so well with regard to the diSCiplinary
blindness that has prevented critical attention to non-English translated overseas student literature. The motivation and emerging academic requirement

for critical literary and cultural analysis to align itself with particular political
agendas may dictate rather than open new possibilities for critical understanding and the making of new options for political action.
While the methodological precision with which Ma triangulates the texts
toward a geopolitical reading illustrates critical theory well utilized, its eventual diagnosis of Taiwan's collective unconscious and the eventual attempt to

align these intriguing texts politically indicate how theoretical political
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assumptions can dictate how values and behaviors are assessed. This can be
seen in Ma's reading of Taiwanese desire for white traits which doesn't seem
to go beyond his assessment of such desire for whiteness among Asian
American texts. What ultimately results is a repetitive diagnosis of authors
desiring white traits owing to their being duped by hegemonic orientillism.
The diagnosis may not be, however, a failing of Ma's so much as a result of the
common tendency of the traditional postcolonial opposition, imperialist versus native victim to focus the political lens. Ma's diagnosis of "Taiwan's sense
of cultural inferiority," which tends to psychologize a people into an unnecessary inferiority complex under the authOrity of America shows how the postcolonial opposition ignores specific looks and behaviors that, though labeled
American might not be so totally American-owned and -administered. In fact
the desire for white traits should be analyzed for what makes them desirable
before jumping to political conclusions. This way, say, the desire to wear a suit
popularly circulated and tailored to make bodies sexually and socially valuable can be separated out from nationalist allegiance and analyzed for the
desirability of the look itself and the behavior such a look seems to exude. Or,
the desire to make love to a white female body may have less to do with the
American-ness of the body as the desirable white traits the body seems to possess. This, of course, does not exclude nationalistic issues, but allows at least
for other political options.
Thus, while its literary analysiS and incorporation of critical theory is well
wrought, the attempt of Immigant Subjectivities to situate immigrant subjectivities in politically viable ways tends to rely too much on given political divisions. Ma hints at awareness that political divisions, including imperialist versus postcolonial are not sufficient to recognize more prevalent forces motivating how bodies and dollars are exchanged. In a "coda" to his chapter on
Taiwanese overseas student literature, with reference to the obviously
exploitative racist and sexist sex tours in Asia that particularly try to appeal to
American dollars, he states: "No longer a simple matter of military or political
imperialism, such capitalist exchanges-business ventures, investments,
tourism, blue- and white-collar migrant workers, and even the vibrant enterprise of international adoption-are conducted in a pseudo-voluntary rather
than a blatantly coercive manner, blending cultural and economic practices"
(143). However, rather than allow pause on complicated sources producing
dominant cultural and economic practices, Ma reverts to a postcolonial model
of collusion between natives and foreigners. Such dependence on this postcolonial model suggests the attraction of conspiracy theories to explain basic
lOgical structures underlying ongoing politicized practices. An effect of such
political characterization is to reproduce the oppositions between native versus foreigner and loyal versus sell-out rather than turn attention to the very
transnational corporate production practices cited as the source for such
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oppositions. Merely to list production practices as a complex web of deceit
tends to imply a kind of nihilism that restricts options for political action.
Perhaps this COlnmon critical way of politicizing reading is a by-product of the
tendency of humanistic academic disciplines to reject "capitalism" and to
stereotype it primarily as driven by "greed" in favor of utopian ethics of
"equality" of resources and of political representation that are, in actuality,
impossible. Instead, as indicated when Ma does not need to align literature
into specific political categories, a critic might analyze general processes of
production that make prostitution and sexual abuse the basic ways for underprivileged women to gain social and economic value before attributing to
them nationalistic allegiances and repeating well-established oppositions. One
might then be able to get at the complexity of sources that drive specific
Taiwanese literary practices to value and to construct a viable self outside
merely restricting them under characterizations of duped victims or selfish
sell-outs.

Peter Kearly
Wayne State University

Byron's Don Juan and the Don Juan Legend by Moyra Haslett. Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1997. 310 pp. $78.00.
Moyra Haslett's Byron's Don Juan and the DOll Juan Legend draws on
speech-act theory and a broad definition of myth to argue that Byron's poem
owes more to the historical myth of a legendary seducer than has been previously acknowledged. Ultimately, Haslett's book is an examination of how
Byron's contemporaries responded to his poem; of how that response would
have been mediated by a thorough knowledge of the Don Juan legend as represented in the various forms that preceded it, such as British pantomime and
Mozart's opera; and of how the political implications of Byron's hero-the
choice of subject and the narrator's commentary on Don]uan's behavior-can
best be read againsl the nuances of its differences from and similarities to the
stage version.
The two terms in HasletLs title might easily be reversed, for her interest is
as much in the Don Juan legend as it is in Byron's poem. Influenced by Claude
Levi-Strauss, Haslett argues that a myth should be understood in all of its permutations, as "a narrative which can be nol only rewritten but also reinterpreted" (8). She uses the word legend, then, because it more adequately
describes the full range of meanings a given myth might have. "Levi-Strausss
inclusive definition of a 'mylh' is especially necessary from a feminist per-
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spective," Haslett argues in her final two chapters, "for its generosity of scope
allows feminism's own spokes(wo)men to be heard" (271).
Hasletts first chapter provides a wonderful survey of how the Don Juan
legend changed over time, responding to specific political and historical circumstances. Tirso de Molina imbued Don Juan with vitality, charm, and moral
ambiguity, Haslett argues, while Villiers, Dorimon, Rosimond, and Shadwell
created a "thoroughly villainous" hero (33). In England, Don Giovanni was
performed Sixty-three times between 1817 and 1819, inspiring a spate of burlesques and pantomimes. Keats reviewed one of the more popular of these,
Harlequin's Vision, and the Shelleys, Hogg, Peacock, and Claire Clairmont all
attended a performance of Mozarts Don Giovanni (1818) that same year, only
months before Shelley visited Byron in Italy and the poet began composing
Don Juan (61-62). Caroline Lamb's Glenarvon (a womans response to the Don
Juan myth) and Coleridge'S "Critique of Bertram" are also adduced as examples of how Don Juan preoccupied English audiences well before Byron chose
this eponymous hero as the subject of his poem.
Haslett reviews this material in order to argue that Byrons contemporaries
read his poem in terms of the enormously popular stage version (72). "In all,
seventeen periodicals invoked the theatrical Don Juan legend in their reviews
of Byron's poem between 1819 and 1823, and many more referred consistently to the character of Don Juan as that of a libertine" (80). Yet the fact that
reviewers confused Byron's hero with the stage version does not mean that
such a confusion is justified. Throughout her study, however, Haslett seems to
be insisting on precisely this, the most implausible of her points--that Byrons
hero is a libertine seducer who resembles the stage legend. As belabored as the
thesis is, I was not convinced by the end of this study, though I am grateful
for the excerpts from the theater playbills in the British Library which Haslett
uses to make her case.
In her second chapter, Haslett focuses on disproving the image of a Don
Juan more seduced than sedUCing. Like most critics of Byrons poem, W H.
Auden thought the hero of Don Juan comparatively chaste and George Bernard
Shaw thought him not nearly blasphemous enough, as in Shadwells and
Moliere's plays (123). Haslett disagrees. "Those critics [like AudenJ who
underestimate the extent of Don Juans sexual encounters have ignored the
Significance of innuendo," she states, and finds "a new tally of at least eleven
romantic or flirtatious adventures" (114). The point about innuendo is welltaken, but it is hard to believe that Juans love affair with Haidee is "tinged
with mercenary motives" (94), or that Juan seduces Gulbeyaz (Haslett shifts
terms here by calling Juans seduction an "encounter" [1l4]). Like Auden,
George Bernard Shaw thought that Juan was merely sowing his wild oats. For
Haslett, Shaw typically misreads Juan as innocent because he has been
seduced by the legend and by the narratorS representations of that legend
(123). By tolerating Don Juans indiscretions, Shaw falls into the trap Byron
has set of encouraging his readers to "confound[] liberty with licence" (124).
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Hasletts more persuasive third chapter discusses the political implications of a Don Juan. Murray's timid manner of publishing the poem "with
copious asterisks and blanks" (148) invited piracy by radical publishers,
where the poem ultimately found its widest audience. "Doll juan in qua no and
on hot-pressed paper would have been almost innocent," the QuarLcrly RevielV
noted in 1822. "In a whity-brown duodecimo it was ODe of the 111"051 mischievous publications which have made the press a snare" (J 51). Yet the rise
of middle-class morality, spearheaded by the Evangehcal movement, percolated clovvnward to alter working-class atlitucles towards sexuality as well: "at the
time of Don Juan's writing (1819-24)," Haslett explains, "sexuallibertarianisl1l
was becoming untypical of the radical movement as a whole, which increasingly spoke the language of sexual virtue and marriage" (160-61). Wellresearched discussions of the aristocratic Don Juan and Anacharsis Clootz as
Don Juan close this fine chapter. Haslett shows how Byron's hero was distinctly aristocratic despite his increasingly working-class readership (184).
Haslett then considers "how revolutionary or radical" Don Juan "can
appear from a feminist perspective" (186). Chapter 4 underscores the interesting irony that women were urged to stay away from Byron's poem even
though they had not been discouraged from viewing theatrical productions
that treated the Don Juan legend (201). There were several reasons for this.
Reviewers feared that Byron's frank subject matter and indelicate style created
a "sexual" relationship between him and his female readers that was seductive
and corrupting (230). Women were caught in a double bind. If they refused
to read the poem, like Augusta Leigh, they risked being judged prudish; if
they read it, they were in danger of being corrupted. Caroline Lamb, Clmre
Clairmont, Lady Byron, and Teresa Guiccioh are exemplary instances of the
"double bind" Haslett describes because they could not escape reading 0011
Juan personally (207). Mary Shelley, who actually applauded the poem as a
work of art, refused to copy many lines-particularly those dealing with rape
(VIII, 76)-thus confirming the sense that female readers were in danger of
being seduced by the text's rhetoric. Even Byron's publisher, John Murray, cautioned Byron about the dangerous effects of publishing such "seductive poetry" (229).
In her final chapter, Haslett aims "to consider the implications of Don
juan's representation of seduction from a feminist perspecti\'e" (270). This
leads Haslett to make several claims: "Both Haidee and Oudu may be said to
be 'betrayed' in that Don Juan fails to remember them" (243); "if Byron's heroines 'seduce' Don Juan, the), do not desert him but rather arc JlxlJ1clonccl b:,
him" (244); the '''strength' of the female character is only possible bCGluSC
Don Juan is 'weak'" (250). The chapter is unfortunately mOSl succes::Jul III
making its poims about 0011 jlUlI1 when il ignores lhc lJl"lCl11 enlirely. C(lJ1CCJl[rating instead on lvladarne Vcstris5 cross-dressing perfornl<mccs in Dtln JU;l1l
burlesques, Ha:lins 1T\""1C\\' of onc of these perrormances (267'1. ;llId (~~·t)n..;._'
Sands feminist interprelalion of the l11ale mylh nr Oem JI.1:1Jl in Ulili !.2")u

.'
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Haslett wants to prevent the poem from becoming a monologue, but even
recent critics (M. Macovski, R. Cardwell) have found a plurality of voices in
Byrons Don Juan and have used Bakhtin's writings to explicate it.
Hasletts epilogue more fruitfully considers the contemporary implications of Byrons poem and of Baudrillard's theory of seduction (288). In
Seduction (1990), Baudrillard argues that valour, honor, and seduction were
the province of aristocrats in the late eighteenth century, while sexuality,
desire and jouissance were the domain of "the inferior classes, the bourgeoisie,
then the petty-bourgeoisie" (215). If Baudrillard believes that women can
manipulate their victimhood to their advantage, Haslett wonders, with
Wollstonecraft, whether such manipulation is truly an advantage at all. The
epilogue to Byron 5 Don Juan and the Don Juan Legend succeeds in bringing up
an interesting array of writers-Jane Gallop, Otto Rank, and Soren
Kierkegaard-who illuminate different aspects of Byron's poem.
Haslett's excellent use of reviewers' responses effectively situates Byron's
poem in the time (though not always the country) in which it was written. Yet
the central claim of the book, that Byrons Don Juan is a seducer and not merelya passive victim, is not convincingly sho\Vtl; too often, her readings of poetie lines are one-dimensional and procrustean.
To her credit, Haslett is one of the first to make good use of Peter
Grahams edition of Hobhouses letters (1984) and his important study, Don
Juan and Regency England (1990). Yet she fails to respond to books by James
Soderholm (1996)-chapters of which appeared previously as articles-and
Andrew Elfenbein (1995) who treat topics central to her fourth and fifth chapters (perhaps they overlapped in production). More importantly, the uncritical use of Blessington, Medwin, and other retailers of anecdotes about Byron
(see Soderholm, 134) weakens Haslett's argument about Byron's intentions in
writing Don Juan (21 5, 274). Surprisingly, Haslett does not use Oxford's own
edition of Don Juan as her standard text (1, f.3) and does not indicate her differences with Jerome McGann's Don Juan in Context (1975) and George
Ridenour's The Style of Don Juan (1960), though she mentions Elizabeth Boyds
1945 monograph several times. Consulting the duchess of Devonshire's correspondence, Margot Stricklands The Byron Women (1974), or Brian Masters
Georgiana, Duchess of Devonshire (1981) would have provided much needed
historical nuance to Haslett's doctrinaire approach to womens lives and possibilities in Regency England (260) in her final chapter.
Despite these limitations, Hasletts book should have a broad appeal to
Byron scholars, feminists, and theater historians alike for the careful and
patient research it does evince. Though it will prompt disagreements, Haslett's
study of Byron's Don Juan is of a very high caliber indeed and makes a significant contribution to Byron scholarship.
Jonathan Gross
DePaul University

